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Guest Editorial 
Computer Science and Information Systems: 

The Future? 

Philip Machanick 

Department of Computer Science, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa 
philip©cs.vits.ac.za 

1 Introduction 

As president of the South African Institute for Com
puter Scientists and Information Technologists (SAIC
SIT), I have visited a number of campuses and compa
nies, in an attempt at arriving at a general assessment 
of the state of our subjects in South Africa. 

An issue which I consistently pick up is that 
while everyone seems to think that computer-related 
skills are extremely important and in short supply, 
our academic departments are also extremely under
resourced. 

At the last Southern African Computer Lecturers 
Association (SACLA) conference (28-29 June, Golden 
Gate), I had the opportunity to discuss the problems 
other academics see. This editorial lists some of the 
problems reported at SACLA, and proposes a way for
ward. 

2 Problems 

At SACLA, I led a discussion of problems seen in our 
academic departments. 

There was wide agreement that both Computer 
Science ( CS) and Information Systems (IS) depart
ments were under pressure to increase student num
bers (massification), and were seen as cash cows to 
prop up less popular subjects. It was broadly agreed 
that staffing was a critical issue: too few posts for 
the workload, salaries way out of line with industry 
(half or less, as compared to the US, where an aca
demic salary may be 80% of an industry salary). Re
cent graduates often make more than professors which 
makes it hard to persuade our students to become 
academics (even to do higher degrees). Attracting a 
recent PhD with a sense of adventure is may be possi
ble, but attracting experienced people' used to earning 
a salary in a strong currency is hard. IS jobs are worse 
than CS, as the skills required are more like those in 
business. Support staff salaries are an even harder 
issue: their skills relate even more directly to job de
scriptions in industry. 

A problem in addressing our concerns is that we 
are so overworked that we don't have time for "poli
tics": academics with no students have time on their 
hands, but we don't. More industry support not only 
with directly addressing problems but with taking on 
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university administrations would be useful, but they 
too have major problems and don't have free time. 

3 Solutions? 

Solutions are liarder to identify than problems. 
The SACLA session ended with a proposal that we 

conduct surveys of our institutions and businesses, to 
find out what the problems are, as a starting point for 
going to university administrations, gover~ment and 
business. 

Another idea was to attempt to find common 
cause with business in taking on problems they have 
in common with academia, including the skills short
age, the insufficient capacity of our education system, 
and dealing with employment equity. 

One of our biggest difficulties is to free up time to 
deal with issues such as resource allocation within our 
universities. The "competition" is frequently other 
academics with time on their hands, since they have 
too few students, and therefore are in a posit.ion to 
spend time looking after their interests. 

What is needed now is some thought about how 
to pull ourselves out of the mess we are in. In partic
ular, we need strategies to exploit our strengths: our 
high demand among students, the high demand for 
the skills we produce and the ubiquitous applicability 
of computer technology. 

Given the wide use of computers, it would seem 
obvious that our areas should be strongly supported 
by a range of role players, yet the fact that so many 
different groups are interested in computer technology 
in one way or another has tended to fragment c~fforts 
to enhance our industry and academic institutions. 

Clearly, from conversations I_ have held, some de
partments are in much better shape than others. Even 
so, some kind of collective effort is likely to achieve 
more results than if we allow ourselves to be pushed 
around as individuals. Addressing the fragmentation 
of efforts seems a worthy goal in itself, to reduce du
plication and contradictory goals. 

I appeal to anyone who has constructive i(h-!as on 
how to take our subjects forward to cont.a.ct nw. Let 
us work on building ourselves up. The economy de
pends on us, much more than on most other academic 
disciplines. It's time we made that pointi and ma.de 
it strongly. 

1 
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A Formal Model for Objectbases 

P.A. Patsourisa, M. Korostenskib and V. Kissimovc 
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c IBM Consultant 

Abstract 

We introduce FMOB: a formal model for Objectbases. The term "Objectbase" represents better the widely used "object
oriented database". FMOB consists of ( 1) objects (classes and their instances) with extended encapsulation capabilities, 
(2) second-order objects (respectively 2-classes and 2-instances) for supporting the structural relations specialization, as
sociation, aggregation and grouping. Every 2-object encapsulates a two-level-hierarchy (t-1-h) of objects formally defined. 
The inheritance notion is generalized and replaced by the link concept, which allows, in a uniform way, the proper reusabil
ity of data, methods and other object-properties across one or more 2-object of the above type. ( 3) FMOB also supports 
complex objects through an appropriate composition of 2-objects. The model is based on a universal algebra of words 
and appropriate extensions. Every building block of the objectbase has its corresponding algebra. The algebra of abstract 
words is functionally complete. The modified greedy algorithm optimizes all linear objective functions over the search ( or 
branching) greedoid defined on the underlying digraph of a second order-object. 
Keywords: FMOB (formal mode/for objectbases), universal algebra of words, functionally complete algebra, two-level 
hierarchy of objects, 2-class, 2-object, digraphs, accessible set-systems, greedoids. 
Computing Review Categories: H.2.2, H.2.4 

1 Introduction 

The Object-Oriented Systems are continuously gaining 
popularity as the most promising powerful "vehicles" for 
the design and implementation of complex real-world ap
plications. The reason for this is the entirely different ap
proach in modelling the real-world entities as objects. An 
object is characterized by the notions of the unique ob
ject identity [9], considered distinct from the object's con
tents, and of encapsulation. The latter is a property through 
which the data and the operations (acting on these data) re
side in the object to which they belong. From this point of 
view, the "internal contents" of an object are totally hidden 
from its outside world. Thus, the behaviour of an object is 
captured in messages to which it responcfs [2], while its ac
tive nature allows it to send messages to other objects. Fur
thermore, the most essential features of object-orientation 
are the notions grouped under the general term: "re usabil
ity mechanisms" (instantiation and inheritance). Inheri
tance is closely related to the notion of class hierarchy [2]. 
Since the mid 80's a considerable amount of research has 
been done on all aspects of object-orientation at different 
levels (semantic modelling, systems design, programming 
languages, databases) by unveiling its power and its per
spectives and inspiring new researchers to carry on. Our 
main focus lies in the field of database technology (the 
term, generally used, refers to all existing database types 
including the object-oriented databases). The main prob
lems in shifting from the classical approach (Codd's work) 
are found in Malcolm Atkinson et al [3]. In [3] it is stated 
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that no analogous specification, with respect to Codd's 
work, exists for the object-oriented databases (OODBs). 
The field of OODBs has three weak points: 

(a) the lack of a common data model, 

(b) the lack of formal foundations and 

( c) strong experimental activity. 

We put strong emphasis on the point (b ), since the need for 
a solid underlying theory is the only way to lead to consen
sus on what is the commonly accepted object model. That 
theory does not facilitate the experimental work which 
is underway (in object-oriented programming languages 
and OODBs), since there is no common denominator for 
comparisons and uniform evaluation. 

However, the experimental activities provide a huge 
amount of feedback and relative freeness in exploring dif
ferent prototypes (and ideas developed in them) but in that 
sense we inevitably follow the Darwinian approach [3] by 
hoping that from those prototypes a fit model will emerge. 
Further, in a commonly accepted approach, the lifting of 
the confusion caused by concepts coming from other dis
ciplines (like encapsulation and inheritance originated in 
biological sciences) is considered as crucial. We should 
therefore, provide a crisp boundary between the terms ob
ject and data as well as a proper definition of what is an 
Objectbase. As in [6], Objectbases were initially called 
object-oriented databases. It has been pointed out that 
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the juxtaposition of "object" and "data" is essentially self
contradictory and the new name appears to be clearer and 
more appropriate. The requirement for development of an 
Objectase Management System (OBMS) can be done by 
following one of three approaches: 

(I) extending an Object-Oriented Programming Language 
(OOPL) by adding persistence, data sharing control 
and a query facility, 

(2) to rework relational DBMS to support object-oriented 
structures and 

(3) to design an OBMS totally on object-oriented princi
ples. 

For a successful OBMS, five areas are considered of 
special interest: 

(a) unique object identifiers, 

(b) support for the object model, 

(c) compatible database and programming language rep
resentations, 

( d) efficient system performance and 

(e) representation of ordered aggregates [4],[13]. 

An OBMS requires the interaction of an object man
ager (for the definition, management and manipulation of 
the objectbase ), an object server for the management of 
the traffic whenever the objectbase is implemented across 
a number of sites) and an object store (for the actual 
persistent storage of objectbase's various information 
units like objects, their classes etc.). Three languages are 
conventionally required: an Object Definition La.nguage 
for the definition of classes, an Object Manipulation 
La.nguage for general manipulation and management 
of the object base and an Object Control Language to 
support the integrity constraints. However, in most cases 
of object-oriented databases, ,there exists an OOPL (or an 
appropriate extension of an OOPL) that plays all three 
roles above. 

An understanding of what objectbases actually are is 
still evolving. Some of the features required for an OBMS 
are: 

(1) Transaction properties, 

(2) Security Authorization, 

(3) Query capability 

( 4) Data Independence/Schema Modification, 

·(5) Distributed Database Systems, 

(6) Object Model and 

(7) Architecturalfeatures. 
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Further analysis of these features are listed in [6]. However 
we provide here additional details for (6): 

In order to evaluate the existing object models of both 
OOPLs and existing OODBs, we also have to take into ac
count the additional features of Versioning (referring to all 
the types of objects, i.e. classes or instances as well as 
simple or complex objects), Persistence (the mechanism 
through which every created object is permanently stored 
in the objectbase) and Query facilities i.e. the possibility 
to query 

(i) the internal structure of one or more objects of the 
same class; 

(ii) objects, 2-objects and complex objects. 

Table 2' shows different important features of well 
known object-oriented database management systems. 
These features characterize the quality of the OODBMs 
and therefore, their underlying object models (cf. [8]). 

2 THE FORMAL OBJECT 
MODEL 

Our model is based on word algebras. In 2.2 we in
troduce two word algebras, namely the algebras of ab
stract/concrete words. In an implementation abstract 
words correspond to object-properties which correspond to 
parts of the internal structure of classes (abstract objects) 
and concrete words correspond to object-properties which 
correspond to parts of the internal structure of instances of 
classes. The basic operations of the abstract word algebra 
are used to model the standard objectbase operations (see 
2.5: An algebra of objects) 

2.1 Some Preliminaries 

We here recall several basic concepts. Let X he a non
empty set and T an arbitrary set of (basic) operations. The 
concept of a word is defined inductively ( cf. [ I I]: 

(i) all elements of X and all symbols of nullary opera
tions are words; 

(ii) if w1, ... , Wn are words, then for an arbitrary n-ary 
operation t E A, where n ~ 1, the formal expression 
twi ... w11 is also a word. 

If w = tw1 ... w11 then w1, ... , w11 are called subwords of 
the word w. The property of being a subword is transitive. 
In particular all elements of X and symbols of nullary op
erations occurring in the expression for w are subwords of 
w. 

The set of all possible words relative to a system of 
operations A and a set X can be regarded as a universal 
algebra with A the set of basic operations. We denote this 
algebra o,fwords by WA(X). 
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I FEATURES REQUIRED TO BE SUPPORTED BY AN OBJECT MODEL I 
Objects 
Identity 

Encapsulation 
Polymorsphism 

Classes 
Inheritance 

Non-traditional objects* 
Aggregates 

Composites or Complex Objects 
Integrity (Structural/Functional) 

Dynamic Schema Evolution 
Database operation extensibility and Object Language 

*Entities that require non-standard constituent elements like data/methods. 

Object-
Oriented 
DBMS 
(name) 
Gem Stone 

Itasca 

Mattise 
02 

Objectivity 
/DB 

Object 
Store 

Ontos 

OpenODB 
Statice 

UniSQL 

Versant 

Table l: Essential features to be supported by an object model 

Object Persistence Complex Version- Query 
Model Objects ing Facilities 

Extension of Yes No No Simple 
Small talk's 
object model 
Extension of Yes No No Simple 
Common Lisp's 
object model 
Hybrid model Yes Yes* Yes Simple 
Its own object Yes** No No No 
model 
Extension of No Yesl No No 
C++'s object 
model 
Improvement Yes No No Yes 
ofC++'s 
object model 
Extension of Yes No No Object SQV~ 
C++'s object 
model· 
Data model' - No No Simple 
Common Lisp's No No No No 
object model 
Extended rela- .. No No No No 
tion model 
Extension of Yes No No Simple 
C++'s 
object model 

* :but different nature than pure complex obJects 
** :distinction between persistent/transient objects 

i" :association t :strong support of object queries 

Dynamic 
Schema 

Evolution 

No 

No 

Yes 
No 

No 

No 

No 

No 
No 

No 

No 

Table 2: Comparative evaluation of object-oriented database, management systems' features 

Before considering particular word algebras we 
recall the following definitions for an arbitrary uni-

56 

versal algebra A = (A, F): A composition r~l oper
ations in F is the construction of an n-ary opera-
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tion f from k given n-ary operations f1 , ... , fk and 
a k-ary operation g through the defining formula 
f(a1, ... ,an) := g(f1 (a1, ... ,an), ... ,fk(a1, ... ,an)). A 
clone on the set A is the set of operations on A that is closed 
under all compositions and contains the n-ary projections 
pf. (for all n and i satisfying 1 :Si :Sn). The clone of al
gebraic operations on A denoted by CloA, is the clone on 
A generated by the basic operation and projections. Those 
operations in the clone on A generated by the basic and 
constant operations on A together with the projections are 
called algebraic functions. Often one obtains the algebraic 
functions from the algebraic operations by substituting 
some variables by constants. A is functionally complete 
if it is finite and all operations on A are algebraic functions. 

An algebra A = (A, F) is a reduct of the algebra B = 
(B, G) if A = B and CloA ~ CloB. For the basic notions 
of subalgebra of an algebra, of homomorphism or isomor
phism between two similar algebras, of congruence of an 
algebra, of quotient algebra, and of direct product of a sys
tem of similar algebras see for example [5]. 

2.2 Particular Word Algebras 

We now fix two alphabets ra and re, The elements of C, 
are called abstract elements and those of re concrete ele
ments. We consider the following set of basic operations 
T = {o, 1, t>, <l, n, -, 0,.J} and the set of all words Aa rel
ative to T and C,. The results of applying each of the op
erations in T to the elements of Ac, are given in Table 3. 

Remarks 

l. we define <1(w1, o) := WJ and <l(O, w2) := w2. So, 
w18 = w1 and c>w2 = w2 and as a result o is not a sub
word of any word. 

2. In the definitions of n and - the subwords v,, ... , v11 

are obtained by "scanning" w1 from left to right, e.g. if 

w, = .J( Oxx)('<1y1y2)(t>z) 

and 
w2 = <l(t>z)( Oxx) 

then 
nwpv2 = <l( Oxx)(t>z) = <lxO = x 

and 

3. The ternary operation .J is Mal'cev [7] i.e. 
.J(w,, w1, w2) = w2 = .J(w2, w,, wi) for al] 
w1,w2 E Aa, 

We denote the algebra of abstract words Wr(C,) by 
lie, . 

We show that Aa is functionally complete (Theorem 
2.2.1 ), using a characterization of functionality complete 
algebras in terms of the ternary discriminator function 
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t(t(x,y,z) = z if x = y and x if x -::J y): 
A finite algebra A = (A, F) is functionally complete if and 
only if the ternary discriminatory is an algebraic function 
of A [17]. 

2.2.1 Theorem 

The abstract word algebra lie, is functionally complete. 

Proof 

The ternary discriminator t : A~---+ Aa is an algebraic oper
ation of A: 

t(w1,w2,w3) =t(w) = 

.J(p1(w), O(p1(w), p~(w), p~ (w))) 

Since this expression, after replacing the projections 
with their results, becomes 

2.2.2 Corollary 

lie, is simple, i.e. has only two congruences. • 

Let r c be an alphabet disjoint from ra and A· be 
the set of all words relative to T' = {o, <l} (o a nul]ary 
operation and <l : A~ ---+ Ac defined in Table 3) and re. 
We denote the word algebra WT' (C:) by lie and call it the 
algebra of concrete words. 

We now define a classification homomorphism be

tween •c and a reduct of lie, as follows: let-~-= (A0 , T') 
and let <p : re ---+ C, be a given function. 

The classification homomorphism 

clfcp : •c ---+ •t 
with respect to <p is defined as the unique homomorphic 
extension of <p, i.e. 

e.g. if 

if w Ere 
if W = <lWt H'2 

ifw=o 

re.= { 1,2, 12,a,k,z}, 
C, = { integer, char} 

and <p: re---+ ra the "type-of" function. Then, for ex
ample, 
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Operation in T 
• nullary operation: 
6: {0}-+ Aa 
• unary operations 
l:Aa-+Ac, 
t>: Ac,-+ Aa 

Definition 

6(0) := 6 

I(w) := w 
t>(w) = t>w := 6 

• binary operations: 
<1:A~-+Aa <J(wt, w2) = <lwt w2 := Wt w2 (concatenation operation) 

n: A~-+ A, l 
<lvt(<lv2 ... (<1vn-tVn) ... )where 
Vt, ... , V11are the common 

n(wt, w2) = nwtw2 := subwords of Wt, w2 

6 otherwise 

- : A~-+ Aa l 
<lvt ( <1v2 ... ( <1v11-1 v11 ) •• • )where 
Vt, ... , v11 are the subwords of Wt that 

-(wt,w2) = -wtw2 := arenotsubwordsofw2 

6 ifwt :/; w2 

{ 

Wt ifwt = w2 
O(wt,w2) = Owtw2 := 

6 otherwise 
• ternary operation: 

-1wt w2w3 is the word with every w2 

"replaced" by w3 in Wt if w2 is a subword of w, 

w I otherwise 

Table 3: Definitions of operations in T 

clfq,( <1( <1((12)(a))(z))) 
= <1(( <1clfq,(12)clfq,(a))clfq,(z)) 
= cp(l2)cp(a)cp(z) 
= (integer)(char)(char) = 'integer' 'char' 'char'. 

Since clfq,: lie:-+ •1:- is a homomorphism, ker(clfq,) = 
{(w1, w2) E •~lclfq,(w1) = dfq,(w2)} is a congruence of 
lie:, and we have 

if clfq, is onto. 

2.3 Them-word Algebra 

Our immediate aim is to describe an algebra where the 
elements of the carrier are objects (see 2.4, 2.5). In order 
to describe the internal structure of an object we introduce 
the notion of an m-word: 

Consider n alphabets ri, ... , r 11 (not necessarily 
distinct) of abstract elements and the finite set T of basic 
operations as defined in 2.2. Let •; = W (C), i = 1, ... , n, 
and let U a = ( Ua = TI7= t A;, T), the direct product of the•;. 

58 

So, if 't is an m-ary operation m T and 
u1 = (ul, ... ,u,~), ... ,um = (uj, ... ,u~1

) E Ua then 

t(u 1, ••• ,um)(j) := 't(u_}, ... ,u'?). 

The elements of Ua are called ordered multi-ori1:in 
abstract words (or simply, abstract m-words) and U11 the 
algebra of abstract m-words. 

Similarly, we define a concrete m-word algebra with 
T

1 

(as in 2.2) the set of basic operations. This algebra 
is denoted by Uc. We write 011 for the abstract/concrete 
m-word (6, o, ... , o). 

If U = ( U t , · • · , U11) and u' = ( u', , ... 1 u;,) f u(/ (Uc) then 

u' is a sub-m-word of u if and only if u'; is a subword of u; 
in •_; for each j = 1 , ... , n. 

Let r,, ... , r,, be alphabets of abstract elements and 
r\, ... , r,1 alphabets of concrete elements. Suppose, for 

each i = l, ... , n, we have <p; : r~ -+ r;, let •f· = WT, (r;), 
and A~ = Wr, (r;), i = l, ... , n. We define a classffica

tion homomorphism, elf : Uc -+ u:- (where Uc is the 

direct product of the .; and uf the direct product of 

the•~) as follows: for u = (u, ... ,u,1) E Uc, clf(u) := 
(clfq,1 (ut), ... ,clfq,

11 
(u11)). 
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2.4 Objects 

An object is a pair (0,u) (= O[u]) where O is an element 
of a given set o(id) of identifiers, called the object-id, and 
u is am m-word, called the internal structure of the object. 

The set of objects is denoted by oi1
) if u E Va and by oi1

) 

if u E Uc, Objects in oi1
) are called classes and those in 

oi1
) instances. Any u E Ua(Uc) can be considered as an 

object with nil object-id 0, i.e. u = 0[u]. These objects 

are called pre-objects and denoted by oi0) ( of.0)) . Thus 
_ {O) {I) _ (0) {l) 

Va= Oa ~ Oa and Uc= Oc ~ Oc . 
By identifying each O E oUd) with O[on] we can consider 

o{id) ~ oi1) ( of.1)). 

Two objects O 1 [ u 1] and 02 ( u2] are called equivalent if 
u1 = u2. We write Oi(u1]::::::: 02(u2]. 

2.4.1 Object Properties 

The alphabets r 1 , ••. , r n are chosen in such a way that the 
coordinates of an m-word u = ( u 1 , u2, ... , u11 ) correspond 
to certain object properties. We distinguish the following 
object-properties: 

• The first word u I corresponds to the first object
property which consists of data definitions, each one 
being of a certain data type or of variables' values de
pending on whether the object is a class or an instance. 
We call this the data object-property. 

• The second word u2 corresponds to the second object
property which consists of functions, called methods, 
acting upon the values of the above-mentioned data 
types of the instance objects. This is called the meth
ods object-property. Note that a method is a string 
specifying its name and number of parameters (as 
function headings are defined in most programming 
languages). The actual implementation of a method 
is not encapsulated in the object. 

• The third word u3 corresponds to the third object
property and contains the object-id of the class from 
which this object under consideration has been instan
tiated. The class of all classes is the single meta class 
under the name OBMS. The meta class is denoted by 
OBMS[obms]. Thus for every class O[u] we write 
u3 = OBMS. We call this the class object-property. 

• The fourth word corresponds to the fourth object
property which consists of the (functional) rela
tions that can be established between the differ
ent classes (respectively instances). The alpha
bet of that object-property includes functional rela
tions [I] [12] [15] [16] of any (finite) arity established 
among the object identities. We call this the relations 
object-property. 

• The fifth word corresponds to the fifth object-property 
and is defined as follows [15) [16): The Arc Data is a 
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special data type defining the inter-objects connections 
(see in next section). The elements of the alphabet has 
the form #O(F1F2F3) and is encapsulated in an object 
( called "taker") specifying 

(i) an object O (called "giver") participating in the 
same hierarchical structure with the "taker", 

(ii) the scope of arc, i.e. how many data, methods 
and relationships are inherited by the .filtering 
function FIF2F3 for data (Fl), methods (F2) and 
relationships (F3) respectively. FI F2F3 takes 
values from the set AAA, AAN, ANA, ANN, 
NNN where "N' stands for "All" and "N" stands ' 
for "None". 

(iii) The multiplicity of the arc is defined by the op
tional prefix symbol "#". It is used only in links 
of class-two-level-hierarchies (see 2.6. l) and de
fines whether an instance of the "taker" can be 
linked simultaneously with more than one in
stance of the "giver". 

The arcs between two objects constitute links. The 
links can be single (in this case there is only one "taker" 
and one "giver") or double (both objects are "takers" and 
"givers"). The double links are not necessarily similar in 
terms of their filtering functions and their multiplicity. 

In practice not all the elements of o( 1) are "active", 
in the sense that, at a given moment, not all objects are in 
the Objectbase. Those objects in the Objectbase are called 
active. OBMS[obms] and 0(011

] are always active. 

In Figure l, we illustrate the object's structure. 

2.4.2 Encapsulation and Instantiation Functions 

We define two partial functions: 

(I) The encapsulation function, enc: oUd) x 01°' -t 
oi'). For 0[011

] E oUd) and 0(u] E o1°l we have 

l 
O[u] 

enc( O(o11],0[u]) = 
0(on] 

if O is not in the 
object-id of an 
active class 
otherwise 

(2) The instantiation function, ins: oUd) x o~.o) x o~,') -t 
of.'). ForO[u] E o{id),0(011 ] E o!.0),W[w] E 0~1

) and a 

given classification homomorphism cl.I~ we have 

ins(O(o11 ],0(u), W[w]) = 

if O is not the object-id 
of an active object, W[w] 
is an active class 
and clfcp(u) = w, 
otherwise 
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of an object 

2.5 Algebras of Objects 

We define using the operations T of the abstract 
word algebra, a set of basic operations F(l) = 
{0[on], 1,Dlo,Amo,Ino,Dfo,Cmo,Upo} on the set oi1

) 

and then consider the algebra r(/) = ( 011
), F( 1)), called the 

algebra of abstract objects or the algebra of classes. 
A detailed description of each operation is given below: 

1. Nullary operation 

0[on]: {0}-+ oi1
) ,0[on](0) = 0[on]. 

2. Unary operations 

• Identity 

• Delete object Dlo: oi1
) -+-011

) 

{ 

0[011
] if O[u] is a class 

Dlo( O[u]) = with no instances 
O[ u] otherwise 

3. Binary operations 

Add object to object Amo: ( oi1
)) 

2
-+ 0~,1) 
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if u1 = on and 02 = 0 
( creating a new class) 
if u1 = 011

, u2 f; 011 and 01 f; 0, 
02 -:f 0 
(making an exact copy of the 
second 
object under the class-id 01) 
if U I 'f; 011 and 02 = 0 
(inserting properties in the first 
class's internal structure) 

01 =02 =0 
(the operation is essentially the 
operation <l of them-word 
algebra) 
if 01 [u 1] ~ 02[u2] 
otherwise 

• Intersection between objects 

/no: ( oi1
)) 

2
-+ oi') 

/no( Oi[u1 ], 02[u2]) = 

• Difference of objects 

DJO: ( oi')) 2 -+ oi') 

DJ o( 01 [u1], 02[u2]) = 
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• Compare two objects 

Cmo: ( oi1
)) 

2 
-t oi1

) 

4. Ternary operation 

Update object U po: ( oi1
)) 

3 
-t oi1

) 

0[.Ju1 u2u3] 

Ot[u1] 

03[u3] 
01[u3

] 

01 [.Ju 1u2u3] 
Ot[u1] 

if 01 = 02 = 03 = 0 
if Ot[u1] = 02[u2] 
= 03[u3] 
if Ot[u1] = 02[u2] 
if 01 [u1] = 02[u2] 
and 03 = 0 
if O 1 -:/= 0, 02 = 03 = 0 
otherwise 

Note that in the last case all the possible remaining 
combinations of classes which cannot give us any updating 
capability are included. It is easy to see that this operation 
is Mal'cev. 

Two algebras A= (A,FA) and B = (B,FB) are weakly 
isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism <p : A -t B, 
and for each m-ary operation fA E FA and a1, ... ,am 
in A, there is an m-ary operation fB E FB such that 
a(!A (a1, ... , am)) = fB( <p( a1 ), ... , <p(a11) ). [5] [7]. 

2.5.1 Proposition 

The m-word algebra Va =· (Ua, T) and the algebra 

(oi0) ,F(1)) are weakly isomorphic.' 

Proof 

Define <p : oi0
) -t Ua by <p(0[u]) = u. For each m-ary 

operation f E p( 1) there exists an operation of the same 
arity "CE T such that f(0[u 1], ... ,0[um]) =·0['t(u 1, ... ,um]. 

Thus 
<p (!(0[u1 ], ... , 0[um])) = "C { <p(0[u1 ]), ... , <p(0[um])) .• 

2.5.2 Corollary 

Them-word algebra Va= (Ua, T) is weakly embedded in 

thealgebra•~I) = (011),F(l)).• 

The algebra of concrete objects ( algebra of instances) 

is the universal algebra with carrier oi.1) and set of basic 
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operations {0[011],Amo} where 0(011
] is a nullary operation 

and Amo: ( oi,1
)) 

2 
-t oi,1) is defined as above for abstract 

objects. 

2.6 SECOND-ORDER OBJECTS (2-
OBJECTS) 

2.6.1 Two-level-Hierarchies (t-1-hs) of Objects 

We recall from [16]: A class (respectively instance) two
level hierarchy (t-1-h) is a special type of directed acyclic 

graph D whose vertices belong to the set oi1
) (respectively 

oi1
)) with the following properties: 

(I) If D consists of a single vertex then we say that D is an 
empty t-l:h. 

(2) A non-empty t-1-h D consists of at least two vertices, 
one is called Representative (REP) and the rest are 
called Components (COs). The REP-object in D is 
linked to every CO, i.e. (REP, CO) belongs to E(D) 
which is the set of arcs of D for each CO in D. 

For any non-empty t-1-h D, we write D = 
[ O[u]; Ot[u1], ... , 0 11 [u 11

]] where O(u] is the REP 

and O![u1], ••. ,011 [u 11
] are the COs. 

We use D0 to denote [0[011
]; 0[c>11

], ••• , 0[ofl]] and if D is 
an empty t-1-h, we write D = [O[u]](2). 

If (CO,REP) E E(D) for some CO in D then 
(CO,REP) E E(D) for all COs in D. There is no arc 
between any two COs in D. The arc(s) between a REP 
and one of its CO constitute the link. 
If DE £(2), the set of t-1-hs, and e E E(D) then 

(3) e cannot belong to any other Din L(2) and 

(4) Any two objects can only be linked by a unique (node 
disjoint) path where by path we mean the concatena
tion of arcs leading from one of the objects to the other. 

In Figure 2, we illustrate the different types of two
level-hierarchies in a generic way. 

2.6.2 2-objects 

A second-order object (2-object) is a pair (H, D) = H[D](2) 

where H is the object identity (unique) and D is a t-1-h 
encapsulated in H. We call a 2-object (H,D) empty if Dis 
an empty t-1-h. 

The set of 2-objects is denoted by o(2). We write 

oi2
) if the set of vertices of D, V(D) ~ 011

) and 0~.2) if 

V(D) ~ oi2
). The elements of 012

) are called abstract 2-

objects or 2-classes and those of of> concrete 2-ol~iect.\' or 
2-instances. 
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C2 C3 

(1) (2) 

Figure 2: We distinguish two types of t-1-hs: (1) the links consist of one arc from the REP to ever CO. With this type 
we model specialization and grouping 2-objects. The t-1-hs of type (2) have links that consist of two arcs and are used for 
modelling association and aggregation 2-objects 

2.6.3 Definition of Complex Objects 

Complex objects are derived by composing 2-objects as 
follows: 

(i) Any 2-object is a complex object, called an elemen
tary complex object. 

(ii) Let (H1,D1) and (H2,D2) be 2-objects. If one or 
both are empty then they are non-composable. 

For non empty 2-objects 

(a) if there exists an object O[u] that is a CO of 
(H1,D1), say and a REP of (H2,D2), we de
fine (H1 ,Di) o (H2,D2) = (F,D) a complex ob
ject where F = (H1 ,H2) and D is the directed 
graph with V(D) =V(D1)UV(D2) and E(D) = 
E(D1) UE(D2). , 

(b) if there exists an object O[u] that is a 
CO of(H1 ,Di) and of (H2,D2) we define. 
(H1 ,Di) o (H2,D2) = (F,D) a complex object 
where F = {H1,H2} and Das in (a). 

2-objects (H1,D1) and (H2,D2) satisfying (a) or (b) 
arecomposable. Otherwise (H1,D1) and (H2,D2) are 
non-composable. 

(iii) If (H1,D1), ... ,(Hk,Dk) are non-empty 2-
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objects that are pairwise non-composable, 
but each (H;,D;),i = l, ... ,k, is compos
able with a 2-object (H,D) as in (ii)(a), then 
(H,D) o ((H1,D1), ... ,(Hk,Dk)) := (F,Dk+1) is 
a complex object where F = (H,{H1, ... ,Hk}) 
and Dk+ 1 is the directed graph with 

V(Dk+1) = V(D) U V(D1) U ... U V(Dk) and 
E(Dk+i) = E(D) UE(D1) U ... UE(Dk) 

(iv) If C1 = (F1,D'i} and C2 = (F2,D~) are complex 
objects then C1 and C2 are composable if there exists 
a pair of 2-objects (H1,D1) E C1 and (H2,D2) E C2 
that are composable and we write C1 o C2 = (F, D) 
for the resulting complex object where F = (F1 ,F2) 
if (H1,D1) and (H2,D2) are composable as in 
(ii)(a) and F = {F1,F2} if (H1,D1) and (H2,D2) are 
composable as in (ii)(b ). 

Note that, by definition of a t-1-h, if such a pair of 2-
objects exists then it is necessarily unique. Hence, we 
can compose two complex objects in only one way. 
Otherwise C1 and C2 are non-composable. 

(v) IfC1 = (F1,D1), ... ,Ck = (Fk,Dk) are pairwise non
composable complex objects and each C;, i = I , ... , k, 
is composable with a complex object C = (F, D) then 
we define the composition Co (C1, ... ,Ck) analogous 
to (iii). The object identity of the composition is 
( F, { F1 , ... , Fk}). 

A collection of complex objects ( classes and their in
stances) form an object-base. 

2.6.4 2-0bjects and Complex Objects as Greedoids 

In this section we show that we can associate every 
2-object and every complex object with a greedoid. 
Greedoids have been introduced to provide a structural 
framework for the greedy algorithm [JO]. 

A set system (E, !F) (with E finite and !]' ~ 21:.·) is a 
greedoid if 
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F = { Hl, 112} 

Figure 4: (H1 ,Di) o (H2,D2) 

(i) 0 E ![ 

(ii) for all X E ![ there exists an a E X such that X -
{a} E !f 

(iii) if X, Y E ![ and IX I = IY I + 1 then there exists an 
a E X - Y such that Y U {a} E !! . 

A set system (E, !!) satisfying (i) and (ii) is called 
an accessible set system and the elements of !! are called 
feasible sets. 

Informally, the greedy algorithm when run on a set of 
system, builds a solution by beginning with the empty set 
and successively adding the best remaining element while 
containing feasibility. For completeness we recall (cf.[14]) 
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a modified version of the greedy algorithm for accessible 
set systems: let (E, !!) be an accessible set system and 
f : 2£ -+ IR is an objective function and consider the 
optimization problem 

max{f(F): FE !f}. 

The modified greedy algorithm goes as follows: 

( 1) Take F* = 0 as the initial feasible solution and set F = 
0; 

(2) choosexEE\FsuchthatFU{x} E ![and.f(FUx) ~ 
f(F Uy) for ally E E\F with F Uy E ![; if no such x 
exists - STOP (F* is the greedy solution); 
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H 

Hlr 

F 

Figure5: (H,D)o((H1,D1), ... ,(Hk,Dk)) 

eOI4 

Figure 6: The classes of the above objectbase are denoted by 01, ... , 016 while the 2-classes' object identities are: 
H1, ... ,H1, and their t-1-hs: D1, ... ,D1 (the class 014 is considered an empty 2-class). The complex objects' identities 
are: CLI = (HJ, {H2,H3},H4),CL2 = (H5,H6), and CL3 = H1. 

(3) if f(F Ux) > f(F*) then replace F* by F Ux; 

(4) replace F by FUx and GOT0(2). 

in [14] Goecke, Korte and Lovasz characterize those 
structures for which the modified greedy algorithm com
putes an optimal solution for every linear objective func
tion: 

Theorem 

Let (E, :F) be an accessible set system, then the following 
are equivalent 

(i) For every linear objective function f : 2£ --t IR the 
modified greedy algorithm determines an optimal so
lution for the problem 

max{f(F) : FE :J}. 
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(ii) (E, !f) is a greedoid and no B ~ E has the following 
property: 

z EB, x,y ¢ B such that BE :F, 
B- zU {x,y} E :J, 
B-zu {y} ¢ :J 
and BU {y} ¢ :F 

} (•)-• 

For a 2-object ( or complex object) (H, D) we consider 
the search (or branching) greedoid defined on the directed 
graph D: A vertex Po E V(D) is marked and called "root". 
The ground set for the greedoid is E = E ( D), the set of 
arcs of D, and :Fis the collection of trees in D rooted at P0 . 

It is easy to see that property ( *) holds for the gree
doid defined on the underlying directed graph of a 2-object 
(H,D): e.g. 
If Po = REP(H,D), :J = 2E(D). 
If Po = a component, :F = { 0} 
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/_ 
<H,I>> 

001 002 003 

type l 

Figure 7: (H, D) where D is of type 1. 

/_ 
<H,I>> 

001 002 003 004 

type 2 

Figure 8: (H,D) where Dis of type 2. 

If Po= REP(H,D), see Figure 9. 
If Po= C01 (say), see Figure 10. 

However it is not the case for complex objects, for ex
ample: let C = (H,D) o (H

1 ,v') = (F,d'), a composition 
of 2-objects (H, D) and (H

1

, D'). Suppose D is of type 1, 
say D (See Figure 11) 

and v' is of type 2, say D
1 

(See Figure 12). 
then D

11 

becomes (See Figure 13). 
If we choose Po = REP(H,D), then ( *) is not sat

isfied: let B = {e1,e2}, z = e1,x = e3,y = e5. Then 
BE :f,B - z U {x,y} = {e2,e3,e5} E :[,B - z U {y} = 
{ e2,es} ¢. :F and BU {y} = { e1 ,e2,es} ¢. :f. 

In an implementation the weight function w: E(D) ---+ 
IR can be defined in such a way that it depends on the filter-
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ing function of the arc. The induced linear objective func
tion f: 2E(D) ---+ IR with f(A) := LeEA w(e) also depends 
on the message's features (i.e. how many datatypes should 
be properly instantiated during the message resolution pro
cess). 

2. 7 An Algebra of 2-0bjects 

2.7.1 Active 2-0bjects 

The active 2-objects are defined analogously to the active 
objects in Section 2.4. To describe the specific types of an 
active 2-object, i.e. the structural relationship that specifies 
the detailed types of the links of its internal structure D, we 
use subscripts on the object-id. Let H;[D]2 be an active 2-
object: 
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001 002 003 004 

Figure 9: !f = the set of subtrees of the above tree (root REP). 

001 C02 C03 C04 

Figure 10: !f = the set of subtrees of the above tree (root COJ) 

( 1) i = "m" if D is of type 2 and the filtering function 
equals "AAA" for all links. These 2-objects correspond 
to the "member-of" structural relationship supported 
by the association operation ASC (the operations are 
defined and analysed below), 

(2) i = "p" if D is of type 2 and the filtering function 
on each (REP,CO) in D equals "AAA" and on each 
(CO,REP) in D equals "ANA". These 2-objects cor
respond to the "part-of" relationship supported by the 
aggregation operation AGG, 

(3) i = "g" if D is of type 1 and the filtering func
tion equals "ANN". These 2-objects correspond to 
the "group-of" structural relationship supported by the 
grouping operation GRP, 
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(4) i = "s" if D is of type 1 and the filtering function 
equals "AAN". These 2-objects correspond to the "is
a" structural relationship supported by the specializa
tion operation SPE and 

(5) i = "Hj[D
1

]" if D is an instance t-1-h of type j (as 
defined in the above four cases) created (instantiated) 
from the active 2-class H;[v']. 

Classes ( 1) - ( 4) are used to characterize the 2-classes. 
In the fifth case every 2-instance is characterized through 
its own 2-class. 

In Figure 14 we give an example of a simple object
base's model, where we explain the various 2-classes and 
the values that the links are taking: 
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COl C02 C03 

Figure 11: (H,D), D of type 1. 

<H,D> 

C04 C05 

Figure 12: (H
1 
,v'), v' of type 2. 

We now have an algebra of 2:.objects 0(2) = 
(0(2) ,F(2)) where p(2) = {0[D0](2), i, DL20, SPE, ASC, 
AGG, XSPE, RSPE, XASC, RASC, XAGG, RAGG, XGRP, 
RGRP, CR21}. 

Before giving a description of each operation in p(2) 

we first specify different categories of constraints: 

Constraint-A: For every pair of 2-classes 
H[D](2),H'[v'](2) we have H f= 0,H' = 0,D = D0 

andv' = [O[u];Oi[u1] ... 0n[u'1]](
2
). 

Constraint-B: For every pair of 2-classes 
H;[D](2),H'[v'](2) where i E {m,p,g,s}, we have 

H; f= 0,H' = 0,D = [O[u];Ot[u1] ... 0n[unl](
2

) and 
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Constraint-C: For every pair of 2-classes 
H;[D](2),H'[v'](2) where i E {m,p,g,s}, we have 

H; f= 0,H' = 0,D = [O[u];Oi[u1] ... 0 11 [u11
]](

2
) and 

v' = [0[on]; O,;[u.i])'2), 1 ~ j ~ n. 

Constraint-D: For every pair H[D](2), H~11 [d'J(2l [n'](2) 

where i E {m,p,g.s}, we have H f= 0,H' = 0,D = 
I [ I I I 'I '11+k ] (2) II D0,D O [u ];Oi(u ] .. . On+k[u ] ,D 

[ 

II II II Ill II II ] (2) 11 11 

0 [u ];Oi[u ] ... 0 11 [u n] , 0 [u ] is a class of 

o'[u
1

] and every o'.;[u11

.i](1 ~ j ~ n) is a class of at least 
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QBP 

-------------003 =REP 

e7 

004 005 

Figure 13: (H,D) o (H
1 

,v') = ((H,H'),D") 

H-PRJ 
PROJECT v PERSON 

't ti\ I )r,. Ir-, '"t a· a2 a3 84 85 a6 
la 10 all a12 a13 

. v .... , 

TEAM EOUIPM- CUSTO-
._ ENT MER 

I I I ~ -

a(r L..., I --- --I ...... 

a~ I ~ 

J, I -
MNG ANL PRGM MNG: Manager 

ANL: Analyst 

' H-TEAM 
PRGM: Programer 

Figure 14: The objectbase's meta-model above consists of an association 2-class H - PRJT, where the REP is the class 
PROJECT and COs are the classes TEAM, EQUIPMENT and CUSTOMER. The class TEAM is also the REP of a" 
grouping 2-class H - TEAM with COs the classes MNG, ANL and PRGM. There also exist other specialization 2-classes, 
which we can name H -MNG,H -ANL,H - PRGM and H - CUSTOMER, where for each one we have the classes 
MNG,ANL,PRGM and CUSTOMER to be the REPs, respectively, while the class PERSON is the unique and common CO 
of those 2-classes. The arcs a 1, ... , a 11 are specified b the "giver" class, the filtering function in compliance with the role 
of the class in the 2-class and the type of.that 2-class, as well as, for the multiplicity that may be required by the designers. 
For example, a3 = #EQUIPMENT(AAA),a6 = PROJECT(AAA),a9 = #PRGM(ANN) and al I= PERSON(AAN). 

one of O~[u'm]( I ~ m ~ n + k). 

1. Nullary operation 

2. Identity 

I : o(2) ~ o(2) 
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3. Delete 

DL20 : o(2) ~ o(2), 

DL20(H;[D(2)]) = 
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0[D0]<2) . if the 2-object is a 2-class 
with no instances or it 
does not have common 
objects of another 

2-object, 

H;[DJ<2) otherwise 

4. Specialization 

SPE: o(2) x o(2) -t o<2), 

SPE(H[D]{2), H
1 

[v']<2)) = 

{ 
HAv'J<2) if constraint-A holds, 

0[D0]<2) otherwise 

5. Association 

ASC : 0<2) xd2) -t o<2), 

ASC(H[DJ<2) ,H' [v']<2)) = 

if constraint-A holds, 

otherwise 

6. Aggregation 

AGG: o<2)xo(2) -t o{2), 

AGG(H[D]<2) ,H'[v']<2)) = 

{ 
Hp[v']<2) if constraint-A holds, 

0(D0]<2) otherwise 

7. Grouping 

SPE · o<2)xo(2) -t o<2) . ' 
SPE(H[D]<2) ,'H' [v']<2)) = 

{ 
Hg[v']<2) if constraint-A_ holds, 
0(D0]<2) otherwise · 

8. Expanding Specialization 

XSPE: o<2)xo(2) -t 0(2), 

XSPE(H[D](2),H'[v'J(2)) = 

H[D](2) 

if H[D]<2) = Jf\.[DJ(2) 
and constraint-B holds, 

" [ where D = O[u];Oi[u1], 

0 [ "] 0 [ n+1]]{2) 
••• , 1l u ' 11+1 u ' 
otherwise 
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9. Reducing Specialization 

RSPE: o<2)xo(2) -t 0(2) 
' 

RSPE(H[DJ(2},H'[v'J<2)) = 

if constraint-C holds and 

H[D]<2) = H\·[D]<2) 

" [ where D = O[u]; 
01 [u 1], ••• , 0_;-1 [u·i-1], 

H[D]<2) 
0_;+1 [ui+I], ... , On[u"J] <2), 

otherwise 

I 0. Expanding Association 

XASC: o<2)xo<2) -t 0(2) 
' 

XASC( H[D] (2), H' [v'] {2)) = 

if H[D]<2) = Hm[D](2) and 
constraint-B holds, where 
D" - [ [ ]· I -Ou,Ot[u], ... , 

H[D]<2) 

0.i-1 [u·i-1],0,;+I [ui+I], ... , 
On[un]] (2), 

otherwise 

11. Reducing Association 

H[D](2) 

RASC: d 2)xo(2> -t 0(2), 

RASC(H[D](2),H'[D'](2) = 

if constraint-C holds 
and H[D]<2) = Hm[D](2) 

" [ where D = O[u]; Ot[u1], 
0 . [ j-11 [ ·+1 · • · , .1- I U· , 0_;+ J u.l ] , ... , 

On[u"]] (2), 

otherwise 

12. Expanding Aggregation 

XAGG · 0<2) xd2) -t 0(2) . ' 
XAGG(H[D](2) ,H'[v']{2)) = 

H[D](2) 

if constraint-B holds 
and H[D](2) = H [DJ(2) 

" p 
where D = [O[u];Oi[ul], 

0 [ 11] 0 [ 11+1]](2) ... , flu ' 11+1 u ' 
otherwise. 
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13. Reducing Aggregation 

H[D]( 2) 

RAGG: 0(2>xo(2> ---+ 0(2), 

RAGG(H[D](2>,H'[v'](2)) = 

if constraint-C holds and 
H[D1(2) = Hp[D1(2) where 

D
11 = [O[u];Oi[u 11,···, 

0 [ ;-11 0. [ ;+11 j- l U· , 1+ I U· , ••. , 

0
11

[ u11 )] (
2
), 

otherwise 

14. Expanding Grouping 

X GRP : o(2> xd2) ---+ o(2), 

XGRP(H[D1(2>,H'[v'1(2
)) = 

H[D]'2
> 

if constraint-B holds and 
H[D]'2) = H,:[D]'2) where 

D
11 

= [O[u];Oi[u 11, ... , 

On[u"], On+I [u11+1]] (
2
), 

otherwise 

15. Reducing Grouping 

RGRP: 0(2>xo(2) ---+ o(2), 

RGRP(H[D](2) ,H
1

[v'1(2)) = 

Hg[v''1(2) if constraint-C holds and 

H[D1(2) = H,:[D1(2) where 

v'' = [ O[ul; Oi[u 1], ••• , 

Oj-1 [u.i-l ], 0_;+1[u.i+11, ... , 
On[u"]] (2), 

H[D1(2) otherwise 

16. Create 2-instance 

CR21 : 0(2) xo(2) ~ o(2), 

CR21 (H[D]'2) ,H' [v')'2>) =' 

l 
[ '1(2) HH;'(D"J(2) D 

0[D0)'2> 

if H
1 [d](2) =: 

I (2) 
HH;'(D''J(2) [D] 
and constraint-D holds 

otherwise 

Conclusion 

In this work we introduced FMOB: a formal model for ob
jectbases. FMOB is based on a universal algebra of words 
and appropriate extensions, while it supports objects, 2-
objects and complex objects. The inheritance notion is re
placed by the link concept, thus allowing to introduce ad
ditional structural relations (association, aggregation, and 
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grouping). The algebra of the abstract words is function
ally complete, as well as the modified greedy algorithm 
optimizes all linear objective functions over the branching 
greedoid associated with a 2-object. 
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